	
  
	
  

	
  

#BeforeDigitalDisruption:
What Future for the Swiss Audiovisual Industry?
Learned lessons and concrete claims from the SXSW Conferences 2017
1. Background: The World of Cinema Is Changing
The audiovisual industry of the last century has largely been dominated by the
movie sector. The biggest film production companies such as Twentieth
Century Fox, Warner Bros., Paramount Pictures or Universal Pictures made a
multi-billion industry out of the production and distribution of their products.
However, the recent years showed that profits for the big players fell by
approximately 40 percent (businessinsider.com). In fact, most of the studios
are now worth less than 10 percent of their parent companies (an example is
Paramount Pictures that was recently valued at about $10 billion, which is
approximately the same price as when it was acquired it over 20 years ago).
Furthermore, movie theater attendance is at an all-time low in the USA, a
country which often acts a prognostic for entertainment. In fact, in Switzerland
the number of cinema admissions is steadily decreasing by a few hundred
thousand admissions yearly since about 15 years (source: ProCinema).
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It is thus that the movie industry, after the music industry in the last decade, is
undergoing a major disruption, mainly due to the digital revolution. New
streaming services like Netflix, Hulu or Amazon Video are delivering cinema
content directly to home screens. Also in Switzerland, where Netflix entered
the territory in late 2014. Since their international expansion the number of
subscribers is growing an average of 7 million people per year (as a
comparison, before their expansion it grew by 2.4 million people a year).
The new entertainment industries also include companies like Google or
Facebook. These companies by now have the capability to raise the total
value of today’s Paramount Pictures in a single day(!). However, they’re not
only disrupting the physical movie theater attendance worldwide by replacing
it with the increasingly high-quality streaming services. They also become
major movie producers. For example, Amazon Studios officially produced
Cafe Society (Woody Allen), Paterson (Jim Jarmusch), Manchester by the
Sea (Kenneth Lonergan), I Am Not Your Negro (Raoul Peck) and Wiener Dog
(Todd Solondz). Furthermore, the recently released Offical Selection of
Cannes 2017 includes an Amazon Studio production (Wonderstruck by
Todd Haynes), as well as two more films distributed by Netflix. And Alejandro
Iñarritu will present his new VR project.

Given the background in information and computer sciences of these new
companies, it is foreseeable that they will further push for quick digital access
to existing movies (ie. by digitalizing them like Google does with books), for
the production of new movies and series based on the consumer behavior,
and last but not least for a redefinition (or at least extension) of the classic
entertainment industry opening it up to new screen arts and consumer
products that include Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR) and more
unforeseeable technological updates. All this will further push the
entertainment business into a niche.
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2. Scope of this Report: How Is Switzerland Affected?
Given the above background, this report tries to analyze the current situation
and to show where Switzerland needs to catch up during the coming years.
This is done first by documenting ongoing trends and discussions presented
below in the form of a conference report from the South by Southwest
(SXSW) 2017 conferences, where films and interactive technologies come
together every year since 1994. The learned lessons are then synthesized to
give first inputs and open a cultural discussion on the future of the Swiss
Swiss entertainment and media industry.
This said, it is obvious that nobody knows where the digital disruption is
heading. But it is clear that it is a reality and that the industry is in times of
deep technological and thus cultural changes. A national discussion is thus
urgently needed, especially with regard to the upcoming discussion on the
Federal Message on Culture 2021 (Kulturbotschaft 2021ff).

3. The SXSW Conference 2017
3.1. What is the SXSW?
The South by Southwest (SXSW) is a conference and festival at the same
time. It focuses on three sectors: film, interactive media and music. The
conference takes place in Austin, Texas, in the United States, during March
each year and lasts for about 10 days. Its first edition was in 1987 and since
then it continued to grow both in size and scope.
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Initially, the SXSW was a pure music festival (SXSW Music), but it rapidly
expanded into a film festival, called SXSW Film, already in the early 1990s. In
fact, it anticipated the now accepted convergence of film and music by
launching the sector "SXSW Film and Multimedia Conference" with Johnny
Cash as a keynote speaker in 1994 (this section was later split into “SXSW
Film” and "SXSW Multimedia").
SXSW Multimedia is now called SXSW Interactive and it looks at emerging
technologies. This part of the festival gave the reputation of being a hot spot
for new ideas from the IT sector. For the purpose of this report we will
focus at the sections film and interactive, with a special emphasis on the
intersection of both. Music will not be addressed.
3.2. SXSW Film 2017
The sector SXSW Film is a classic film festival that celebrates emerging
talents, but also new formats. It’s in its 24th year. This section is strongly
focusing on episodic series lately, many of which topped later at the box
office or awards season. A good example is American writer, director and
actress Lena Dunham, who is well known for her series “Girls”.
The SXSW Film 2017 screened 263 films. Features films screened in 12
sections. 51 Films were from first-time filmmakers.
Virtual Cinema Section
It is interesting to note for the purpose of this report that the 2017 edition
featured a new Virtual Cinema Section with 38 international projects. Since
the SXSW resides at the intersection of film and technology, there is
probably no better place to present these new formats. The presented
projects emphasized often storytelling itself, and showed how different
industries are embracing VR formats at the moment. Here’s a short selection
of this section:
After Solitary, by Cassandra Herrman & Lauren Mucciolo
(Winner of the SXSW 2017 edition)
“After Solitary” addresses the issue of solitary confinement. In this VR
experience you find yourself inside the Maine State Prison to hear the
harrowing story of one man’s time in solitary and what happened when he got
out.
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Life of Us, by Chris Milk

	
  

In “Life of Us” you could experience a shared VR journey that tells the
complete story of the evolution of life on earth. From protozoa to tadpole,
dinosaurs, apes, humans and beyond, you, along with up to 3 other
participants will simultaneously encounter firsthand the lives of the those who
came before and after us.

Miyubi, by Felix Lajeunesse and Paul Raphaël
"Miyubi" is a 40-minute virtual reality scripted comedy about a Japanese toy
robot - inhabited by you, the viewer - gifted to a young boy on his birthday in
1982 suburban America. Over the course of a year, as the boy's family
fractures apart.
Other notable projects were: Fistful of Stars (Eliza McNitt), The Melody of
Dust (Viacom NEXT & Hot Sugar), Show It 2 Me (Mark Brooks & Dylan
Carter), Reinvent (Ian Forester & Sook-Lei Liew), Wonder Buffalo VR
(Christine T. Berg), and many others.
Typical for the interdisciplinary character of the SXSW the first rising VR
stars in the business, Chris Milk, as well as Felix Lajeunesse and Paul
Raphael, also gave talks, participated in panel discussions and gave
classes to interested participants on how to define VR as a new medium for
storytelling, diving into specific lessons learned through their different projects.
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The SXSW Interactive Conference section was huge and explored fields
such as Experiential Storytelling, Food, Journalism, Social Impact, Startups,
VR and AR, Marketing, Development & Code, Government, Health, Intelligent
Future, Style and Tech Industry. The section comprised over 1200 sessions in
total and was composed of talks, discussion panels, book readings, meet
ups, mentor sessions and hands-on workshops.
Here a selection of the most relevant sessions for this report:
Sessions “Learning From the 1st VR Boom”, “Is VR/AR The New Storytelling
Or The Old 3D?” and “AR/VR: The Promise and Danger Behind the Hype”
These 3 sessions investigated the VR hype of the moment. Experts from the
early days of VR presented lessons learned using collective history and
looked at the future of VR. It was concluded that VR is still tied to old media
at the moment, thus trying to be film, game and storytelling, even if its
strengths lie far beyond these older media forms. The discussions then asked
if VR/AR are really a new kind of storytelling methods or a fast-fading brightshiny object.

Sessions “The Future of Cinema in the Age of VR”, “Human-Centered Design
in VR”, “Lessons Learned from VR Prototyping” and “The Creator’s Handbook
for VR & 360 Storytelling”
These four sessions discussed the experience that happens during VR
consumption and also the future of collective film watching. It asked how
cinemas, festivals and VR makers can create collective experiences for
audiences, and discussed case studies from the world’s leading VR film
festivals. Learned lessons on how to create and translate experiences for VR
were also shared. One argument was that independent artists and
innovative animation studios could be some of the key influencers
shaping the landscape of non-gaming entertainment.
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Session “Hollywood Goes VR”
VR has been positioned by many as the next frontier of entertainment
technologies. And while many of today’s biggest technology companies race
to launch their head-mounted displays, a simultaneous effort is being made by
leading content developers to create more compelling, high-quality, interactive
VR content. This panel looked behind the scenes with Hollywood insiders to
examine the progress being made as well as the opportunities and challenges
in turning their hottest properties into interactive experiences.
Session “Immersive Theater and VR Spaces”
Immersion is a common goal for all VR approaches, but also for theater, a
way more established form of storytelling. This panel was a collaboration
between the Berliner Festspiele and the leading European cultural channel
ARTE and was dedicated to bridge the two worlds.
Session “The Future of Creativity is Artificial”
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is replacing humans in many job functions, from
financial reporting to customer service. But those of us in creative industries
like to think there’s an art to our jobs that a machine couldn’t possibly
replicate. This session questioned and prompted the members of the panel to
experiment with the creative capabilities of machines. Since filmmaking is
such a uniquely creative process, roles in filmmaking were examined to
determine what roles a machine could fill. It was argued that it is possible to
make a film while relying on machines for concept, direction and editing.
4. The First Swiss Presence at SXSW 2017
Next to the SXSW Film and SXSW Interactive there was also a relatively new
SXSW Trade Show, which occurred as a parallel event accessible to
everybody attending the festival. It highlighted the SXSW’s converging
industries and hosted a diverse range of exhibitors, mainly from industry.
It was in this context that a delegation composed of Swiss projects,
brands and people made a first compact appearance at the SXSW.
Switzerland presented a selection of interactive entertainment projects.
Present were the Game Technology Center of the ETH Zurich and Disney
Research, the ZhdK with Somniacs, apelab, Playables, Struckd and Transmii
Studio.
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It is interesting to note here, that Switzerland was mainly present with
games, VR experiences and technology. There was no film nor other art
project in the selections of the SXSW. However, this is already a very good
start on which the Swiss audiovisual industry of the future should build upon.
5. Conclusions and Outlook: What Future for the Swiss Audiovisual
Industry?
By now, the new digital technologies are challenging the classic movie
business in every aspect, from the way content is created, to its production
and distribution. Nowhere could this be seen clearer than at the SXSW
2017, where the discussion seemed to be, mildly put, on “another level”
compared to the discussion we are having in Switzerland at the moment.
Nobody was putting in question what was happening, but purely how to
address it. It thus became quickly clear that Switzerland needs to rapidly
catch up with the screen arts of tomorrow.
Thanks to the lively start-up scene that is growing out mainly from of the
universities, Switzerland could however mark a small presence with a timely
show at the SXSW 2017. Projects such as the VR flight simulator Birdly were
internationally competitive. And the VR company apelab from Geneva
performed well, too. Thanks to their presence at the SXSW2017 they will have
their new story built in the new controller of the next Oculus Rift VR gear,
owned by Facebook.
Luckily, these are not the only successes for the small Swiss audiovisual
industry. Faceshift, a company that emanated from the EPFL has apparently
been sold to Apple, and another company called Artanim from Geneva was
selected at the Sundance Festival last year (they also host a VR section
similarly to the SXSW). Not to mention the world’s first interactive movie Late
Shift by CTRL Movie from Zurich, which is touring around the globe.
However, these are all start-ups emanating from technologies and
universities, and their presence at the SXSW Trade Show (and not in the
different festival selections) confirmed this technological side of the projects.
The reason is that in the current promotion system of Swiss culture they have
to act as start-ups. In other words, the currently active Swiss Message on
Culture is de facto not promoting the new and digital cultures enough
and Switzerland is risking of being left behind, culturally speaking.
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The promotion and support of all new forms of screen art should quickly be
addressed, if the country wants to catch up with the international world. Only
with rapid and concrete measures can the convergences of technology and
digital art truly succeed in Switzerland. Luckily however, we are at the
forefront of technology and could thus build on that.
Based on this report here a list of specific learned lessons:
1. The boundaries between film and interactivity are blurring. As a
consequence of this, the term “film” is not anymore timely, since it
does not capture the full spectrum of screen arts, which range already
now from games to series to VR cinema products (and will further
expand in the future). A national discussion on how to redefine (or
at least extend) this term is needed with regard to the next Federal
Message on Culture 2021. A new definition of this term would then
have the needed consequences on the production and promotion of
these extended media products.
2. The discussion panels at SXSW 2017 showed that the contents of the
new technologies have to be promoted with specific means, such as
funding instruments, workshops, discussions and organized
meetings, where people developing new technologies and content can
meet, exchange and promote their products. Ideally, a new national
program or festival on this convergence between content and
technology is envisaged in the next Federal Message on Culture.
3. A closer collaboration between the state-of-the-art technologies
emanating from our highly international universities and the local
Swiss media at the art schools should be encouraged. On one hand,
technology should be embraced and promoted in creative cultures, and
on the other hand, the Federal Message on Research, Education
and Innovation, as well the newly created InnoSuisse agency, should
make an interface of creative contents.
4. Accept the obvious: Any screen art of the future will be streamed and
available on all supports, ranging from cinema screens to tablets and
local VR gears. A serious promotion of future cultures should promote
this by extending and supporting new sections that host these
formats in our local festivals, or through any other broadcasting
approach (it is interesting to note at this point that one of the worldleading companies in the AV streaming sector is Livestream from New
York City, that has been founded by a Swiss from the EPFL).
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5. The presence of new Swiss media formats at international
festivals like the SXSW should be encouraged in the coming years
through national agencies like Swissfilms.
The following questions stand in the room for further discussion:
•

Who will take the political responsibility and lead for these new and
yet undefinable audiovisual art forms? Will it be the OFC/BAK or Pro
Helvetia? Or a new institution? At the moment, nobody feels
concerned (Pro Helvetia mainly promotes games). This question
should be solved before the next culture message.

•

How and with which financial means will Switzerland define and
promote newly emerging digital art forms and platforms?

•

What role should the national film stakeholders play in this new
direction? For example, should Swissfilms extend their mandate into
the promotion of audiovisual art forms, too, or should a new promotion
agency be envisaged?

Based on this report we claim that an interdisciplinary working group
composed of people from the Swiss entertainment industry should be
composed now in order to address the raised questions above and the
future of the Swiss entertainment industry. The report of the working
group should act as a basis for the next Federal Message on Culture
2021. It is crucial that the majority of the members of such a working
group are digital natives.
Swiss Fiction Movement
May 2017

This report was made possible thanks to the generous contributions
by SRG SSR and Cast/Audiovisual Media, Zurich University of the Arts
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